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ROI Search Group Accelerates Expansion, Announces Three Key Hires
Woman-owned business creates jobs and brings executive-level talent to Indiana
Indianapolis, IN, May 2018 - ROI Search Group (ROISG), Indianapolis’ only woman-owned executive search and
consulting firm focusing on healthcare and life-sciences, announces the addition of three key hires. The specialists join
Founder and President Stacey McCreery in offering a distinctive service to those hiring at all levels, notably C-suite
personnel and senior leaders.
Heading the charge with their modern, proprietary concepts for talent acquisition, ROI Search Group’s leadership planning
team is rounded-out with the addition of Julie Teixeira, Senior Client Partner, Healthcare Executive; Kristi Leisinger,
Senior Client Partner, Healthcare Executive; and Matt Dichard, Senior Client Partner, Healthcare Executive, who offer
nationwide services with a leading edge in their local markets.
“Julie, Kristi and Matt bring invaluable experience and exceptional skills to ROI Search Group. Their addition gives our
clients the advantage when recruiting superior candidates. I am proud to be a 100% women-owned business, and the
only one in Indianapolis solely focusing on healthcare and life sciences with the experience we have on our team. We are
committed to hiring inside Indiana and to bringing top talent to Indiana’s business community”, stated Ms. McCreery.
Ms. Teixeira brings with her an extensive healthcare background, with more than 16 years of professional sales
experience in pharmaceuticals, software, and training. She is gifted in building and maintaining relationships and assisting
others with identifying opportunities for the greatest impact. Her demonstrated success in exceeding customer
expectations provides for distinct capabilities and exceptional consulting savvy. Ms. Teixeira’s expertise will be an asset to
assisting clients in Indiana and Chicago.
With over 20 years of experience in the healthcare industry, including serving on the University of South Dakota Health
Sciences board, Ms. Leisinger’s wide-ranging background will be instrumental to clients as she services their talent
management needs. Bringing her business development and sales expertise to the table, her scope of knowledge
encompasses medical device/capital sales, pharmaceuticals/biotechnology, business, regional sales management,
healthcare IT and medical practice administration, making Ms. Leisinger a valuable asset for clients in the South Dakota
market and beyond.
Mr. Matt Dichard joins ROI Search Group with 20-plus years of healthcare and business development experience, with
previous roles as Senior Vice President, General Manager and Chief Operating Officer. His tenure gives him unique
insight into hiring and retaining healthcare leadership teams, and his affiliation brings insightful core competencies
instrumental to the high-level servicing of ROISG clientele in Maine and the North East.
ROI Search Group is an executive search and consulting firm. We believe that people are an organization's most
important asset, therefore, our approach to both company and candidate screening to acquire the most qualified talent in
the healthcare and life sciences sector is unique by design. Drawing upon seasoned experience, ROI Search Group’s
proprietary methods provide a better understanding of client goals, job requirements and company culture.
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